[16:32:09] Konstantin1 (n=k@195.222.78.122) Quit [ Read error: 104 (Connection reset by peer) ]
[16:33:15] Konstantin1 (n=k@195.222.78.122) has joined #richfaces
[17:03:23] pmuir_ (n=pmuir@redhat/jboss/pmuir) has joined #richfaces
[17:14:13] pmuir (n=pmuir@redhat/jboss/pmuir) Quit [ Read error: 110 (Connection timed out) ]
[17:19:33] rruss (n=rruss@redhat/jboss/rruss) Quit [ Read error: 110 (Connection timed out) ]
[17:20:25] rruss (n=rruss@redhat/jboss/rruss) has joined #richfaces
[17:25:56] [ru]TnT (n=Miranda@80.79.70.138) Quit [ "Miranda IM! Smaller, Faster, Easier. http://miranda-im.org" ]
[17:34:01] ssilvert (n=stan@68-184-144-166.dhcp.stbr.ga.charter.com) Quit [   ]
[17:34:42] lfryc (n=lfryc@nat/redhat/x-qqkxiohzvpcwgdkl) Quit [ "Leaving"  ]
[17:51:04] abelevich (n=anton@195.222.78.122) has joined #richfaces
[17:51:19] abelevich: hi all
[17:53:12] prabhat (n=prabhat@65.205.84.200) has joined #richfaces
[17:59:26] nbelaevski: hello all
[17:59:45] prabhat: hi
[17:59:52] nbelaevski: prabhat: hi
[18:00:00] prabhat: :)
[18:00:09] Alex_Kolonitsky (n=akolonit@195.222.78.122) has joined #richfaces
[18:00:21] abelevich: hi
[18:01:44] rruss: hi
[18:02:02] nbelaevski: let's give everybody a minute to join...
[18:02:02] pyaschenko2 (n=pasha@195.222.78.122) has joined #richfaces
[18:02:20] amarkhel (n=chatzill@195.222.78.122) has joined #richfaces
[18:02:22] nbelaevski: rrus: hello
[18:02:27] amarkhel: hello all
[18:02:39] nbelaevski: amarkhel: hi Andrey
[18:03:05] nbelaevski: ok, let's get started then
[18:03:39] nbelaevski: agenda is posted here
[18:03:42] nbelaevski: http://www.jboss.org/community/wiki/RichFacesTeamMeetingAgenda9-15-2009
[18:04:23] nbelaevski: we are close to tagging 3.3.2.GA, so we need to make sure all integration tests are in a good state
[18:04:59] nbelaevski: currently we have three set of tests: photoalbum suite, components suite and richfaces-demo suite
[18:05:19] nbelaevski: Alex_Kolonitsky: how are photoalbum tests doing?
[18:05:56] Alex_Kolonitsky: I think all is ok, I commit last changes
[18:06:24] prabhat: nbelaevski: Alex_Kolonitsky last hudson build shows 3 failures...do you want me to force a new build?
[18:06:51] prabhat: complete build takes between 15-30min
[18:06:52] Alex_Kolonitsky: yes, please
[18:06:54] nbelaevski: prabhat: yes, please
[18:07:03] prabhat: nbelaevski: ok, it's going on
[18:07:50] nbelaevski: prabhat: thanks
[18:08:08] prabhat: np
[18:08:14] nbelaevski: ok, let's check results later then
[18:08:54] nbelaevski: Konstantin1: what is state for tests from components suite?
[18:09:01] ppitonak (n=ppitonak@nat/redhat/x-judqqvlmnlgrjdnh) Quit [ Read error: 104 (Connection reset by peer) ]
[18:09:29] nbelaevski: Konstantin1: and what is your expectation for them?
[18:09:55] prabhat: nbelaevski: from Hudson, now only 70 failures which translates to about 17 real failures
[18:10:22] prabhat: nbelaevski: i think one more commit from Konstantin1 and we will be done :)
[18:11:01] nbelaevski: prabhat: yes, but then we need to include all configurations and run tests again
[18:11:26] prabhat: nbelaevski: yes but once we have this passing then we can be optimistic
[18:13:22] nbelaevski: prabhat: agree
[18:13:43] nbelaevski: Konstantin1: what are your thoughts?
[18:14:14] nbelaevski: Konstantin1: will we be able to finish with tests tomorrow?
[18:17:24] alexsmirnov (n=asmirnov@adsl-71-132-192-158.dsl.pltn13.pacbell.net) has joined #richfaces
[18:17:37] nbelaevski: alexsmirnov: hi Alex
[18:17:45] Konstantin1: I cannot answer on this question. Now we have about 40 failed tests. I am working with them.
[18:18:55] nbelaevski: Konstantin1: do you need any additional assistance?
[18:19:08] amite (n=amitev@212.25.36.84) has joined #richfaces
[18:19:12] amitev (n=amitev@212.25.36.84) Quit [ Read error: 104 (Connection reset by peer) ]
[18:21:07] Konstantin1: I think, that help with AjaxPageTest will be useful.
[18:22:02] nbelaevski: Konstantin1: ok, with this help, how do you feel about resolving tests issues by the end of the day tomorrow?
[18:23:14] Konstantin1: I estimate that we can do it in 90%.
[18:24:19] prabhat notes that photoalbum test completed..there are two failures: testAddShelf and testAuthentication. Both have same cause: Input for username in not visible expected:<true> but was:<false> in RealWorldHelper.login method
[18:24:44] pietia_ (n=pietia@bkl65.neoplus.adsl.tpnet.pl) Quit [ Read error: 110 (Connection timed out) ]
[18:25:02] nbelaevski: Alex_Kolonitsky: please check these failures
[18:25:15] Alex_Kolonitsky: ok
[18:25:29] nbelaevski: Konstantin1: ok, so I consider we'll be able to complete tests by tomorrow
[18:26:20] nbelaevski: talking about richfaces-demo tests: there are four tests caused by STP component bug and one that I don't know about
[18:26:50] nbelaevski: prabhat: have you checked why the test for rich:dataFilterSlider is failing?
[18:27:09] prabhat: nbelaevski: the one in DataFilterSlide should pass after current build
[18:27:28] nbelaevski: prabhat: good, thanks
[18:27:34] nbelaevski: amarkhel: what about https://jira.jboss.org/jira/browse/RF-7811 ?
[18:28:07] amarkhel: i work on it right now
[18:29:40] nbelaevski: amarkhel: what is estimation for fix?
[18:30:31] amarkhel: I need some investigation, root cause of issue is not find
[18:30:42] amarkhel: *found
[18:31:08] nbelaevski: amarkhel: ok, I'd like this to be fixed by tomorrow
[18:31:17] nbelaevski: * tomorrow evening
[18:31:20] amarkhel: it's possible
[18:31:25] nbelaevski: amarkhel: ok
[18:31:51] nbelaevski: let's do a quick JIRA review: https://jira.jboss.org/jira/secure/BrowseVersion.jspa?id=12310341&versionId=12313513&showOpenIssuesOnly=false
[18:34:30] nbelaevski: amarkhel: pyaschenko: alexsmirnov: we need to get issues affecting components adressed by Friday
[18:34:53] nbelaevski: are you comfortable with this timing?
[18:35:04] nbelaevski: earlier is better
[18:38:15] alexsmirnov: it's ok.
[18:38:30] nbelaevski: alexsmirnov: ok, thanks
[18:39:38] pyaschenko2: nbelaevsky: ok, i'll close those issues by Friday
[18:39:49] nbelaevski: pyaschenko2: ok, good
[18:40:06] nbelaevski: amarkhel: Andrei, any issues I can help with?
[18:40:58] amarkhel: i take a look on all unresolved issues and tell you tomorrow ok?
[18:41:17] nbelaevski: amarkhel: well, ok
[18:42:18] alexsmirnov: nick: What is issue https://jira.jboss.org/jira/browse/RF-3729 mean ?
[18:42:37] nbelaevski: amarkhel: there are five issues for components assigned to you, three of them seem like easy to fix 
[18:43:03] amarkhel: ok
[18:43:27] nbelaevski: alexsmirnov: that's container issue for tags that as we planned will be used to control State API
[18:44:31] nbelaevski: ok, I think I'll resolve my 3.3.x issues by Friday and we'll be able to tag 3.3.2 then
[18:44:53] nbelaevski: smukhina: what about docs issues?
[18:45:42] alexsmirnov: please, write a more detail comment about that.
[18:45:44] smukhina: only one critical - link from demo to dev guide are broken, try to understand why as in source file in svn everything is correct
[18:46:01] nbelaevski: alexsmirnov: ok, I'll do
[18:46:37] nbelaevski: smukhina: I guess that's because we haven't redeployed demo
[18:47:08] nbelaevski: smukhina: what about another fifteen?
[18:47:16] smukhina: but the links were corrected on Aug 04, when it was the last time Ilya updated the demo ?
[18:49:51] nbelaevski: alexsmirnov: can you please help us with updating the demo?
[18:51:31] alexsmirnov: Yes, I can deploy demo to livedemo.exadel.com. The customer question was about it.
[18:52:57] nbelaevski: alexsmirnov: thanks
[18:52:58] nbelaevski: smukhina: another thing to discuss is nightly docs build - it's still failing
[18:54:11] nbelaevski: smukhina: do you need help with this?
[18:54:20] smukhina: but I don't see any notifications about that from hudson
[18:54:56] smukhina: I will see on hudson the log and fix it
[18:55:10] nbelaevski: smukhina: I've forwarded e-mails from Hudson to you
[18:55:23] smukhina: ok - thanks
[18:56:40] smukhina: Alex when you are going to update the demo ?
[18:56:44] nbelaevski: smukhina: ok, so we are going to tag 3.3.2 and start testing this week (by Friday)
[18:56:48] smukhina: I'd like to check the links then
[18:57:16] nbelaevski: smukhina: are you ok with that?
[18:57:30] smukhina: yes
[18:58:00] nbelaevski: smukhina: ok, thanks
[18:58:36] alexsmirnov: I started build a few minutes ago, so I'll deploy demo that build done.
[18:59:07] nbelaevski: prabhat: so we are planning to get new build this week
[18:59:17] prabhat: nbelaevski: just min
[19:00:41] smukhina: ok, thanks Alex
[19:03:15] nbelaevski: prabhat: ping
[19:03:23] prabhat: nbelaevski: back here
[19:03:31] nbelaevski: prabhat: ok, good
[19:03:50] nbelaevski: prabhat: so, are you set up and ok to start testing?
[19:05:25] prabhat: nbelaevski: I think so....once we have met pretagging conditions
[19:05:49] prabhat: nbelaevski: besides automated tests, we are going to stick with what Tshikhon used to do..i.e. use test applications
[19:06:22] prabhat: nbelaevski: when you say get a new build, you mean tagging?
[19:06:48] nbelaevski: prabhat: ok, that's fine
[19:07:05] nbelaevski: prabhat: yes, tagging and then building distribution
[19:07:28] prabhat: nbelaevski: ok..and you want to build the distro in Hudson or you want to do the previous approach?
[19:07:46] prabhat: nbelaevski: i will go with whatever you are comfortable with
[19:08:00] nbelaevski: prabhat: yes, if possible I'd like to do this in Hudson
[19:08:47] prabhat: nbelaevski: i think it's possible but how are other people in your team going to access the build if they don't have vpn access?
[19:09:23] nbelaevski: prabhat: we can download it from VPN-protected link
[19:09:36] prabhat: nbelaevski: ok
[19:09:37] nbelaevski: prabhat: I'll download it and share
[19:10:22] nbelaevski: prabhat: the only thing about Hudson is that I want this to follow release procedure that we've established
[19:10:33] nbelaevski: prabhat: as we had no chance to discuss new one yet
[19:10:41] nbelaevski: prabhat: what do you think?
[19:10:44] prabhat: nbelaevski: sure... you want to do a test run with previous tag?
[19:10:58] prabhat: nbelaevski: we will do everything except deployment to repo
[19:11:03] nbelaevski: prabhat: with new
[19:11:17] nbelaevski: prabhat: yes, everything except deployment
[19:11:46] prabhat: nbelaevski: ok....can you send me the instructions or you have a wiki?
[19:11:56] nbelaevski: prabhat: it's on the wiki
[19:12:08] nbelaevski: prabhat: we can step through them offline if you want
[19:12:16] prabhat: nbelaevski: i am fine with that
[19:12:19] nbelaevski: prabhat: ok, good
[19:13:20] nbelaevski: prabhat: smukhina: all: ok, any questions or concerns?
[19:13:42] smukhina: no
[19:14:33] prabhat: nbelaevski: all set
[19:15:17] prabhat: nbelaevski: we will continue release setup after couple of hours
[19:15:54] nbelaevski: ok, thanks
[19:16:11] nbelaevski: anything on RF 4.0.A2?
[19:16:18] nbelaevski: any questions/concerns?
[19:17:57] prabhat: nbelaevski: the latest demo app has only 4 failures..all with SimpleTogglePanel so I think it's all clear from my side
[19:18:22] nbelaevski: prabhat: ok, as we you've said
[19:18:23] prabhat: http://hudson.qa.jboss.com/hudson/view/RichFaces/job/richfaces-3.3-demoapp-functional-test-linux/281/testReport/
[19:18:26] nbelaevski: prabhat: thanks
[19:18:45] nbelaevski: Andrei will fix this by tomorrow and we will be done
[19:19:28] prabhat: nbelaevski: yup..hopefully for components test as well
[19:19:52] nbelaevski: prabhat: I think so
[19:20:12] nbelaevski: ok, thanks everyone for joining! meeting minutes will be published in the usual place
[19:32:39] amite (n=amitev@212.25.36.84) Quit [ "Although nobody can come back and make a new start, anyone can start now and make a new end" ]
[19:54:06] ssilvert (n=stan@68-184-144-166.dhcp.dctr.al.charter.com) has joined #richfaces
[19:55:44] Alex_Kolonitsky (n=akolonit@195.222.78.122) has left #richfaces [  ]
[19:55:45] pmuir_ is now known as pmuir
[20:08:17] pyaschenko2 (n=pasha@195.222.78.122) Quit [ "Leaving."  ]
[20:17:30] alexsmirnov (n=asmirnov@adsl-71-132-192-158.dsl.pltn13.pacbell.net) Quit [ "Leaving."  ]
[20:17:47] Konstantin1 (n=k@195.222.78.122) Quit [ Read error: 104 (Connection reset by peer) ]
[20:34:31] alexsmirnov (n=asmirnov@adsl-71-132-192-158.dsl.pltn13.pacbell.net) has joined #richfaces


